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 ps1 file, so that it can be run like a command on Windows OS. Then, it runs without any requirement and the Windows OS
works fine. The .ps1 file can take any command-line arguments. Each connected input device has its own user interface (UI) in
Smoothboard 2. This UI allows users to control the connected input devices as if it were part of the Smoothboard. To run the

Smoothboard 2, the user can either use a user interface (UI) and the Smoothboard, or if he/she just wants to use the
Smoothboard without a UI, the user can also save the .ps1 file (and the related settings) into a USB flash drive and then the

Smoothboard will run without requiring any UI. It is not possible to use the Smoothboard without any UI. Basic input devices
This is the basic list of input devices supported by the Smoothboard 2: IR pen (not supported by the USB interface version)

Wiimote (not supported by the USB interface version) But the USB interface version supports most of the above-mentioned IR
pen, Wiimote and the USB interface. Power usage The following table shows how much power (W) is required by the IR pen,
Wiimote, and USB interface (USB interface version) to operate, respectively. See also Smoothboard References External links
Category:Multi-touchThis application claims priority from and is based upon Japanese Patent Application No. 2001-128966,
filed Apr. 10, 2001, the entire contents of which are incorporated herein by reference. 1. Field of the Invention The present
invention relates to a charged particle beam lithography system used for fabrication of microdevices such as semiconductor

devices and flat panel displays (FPDs) or the like. 2. Discussion of the Related Art In the field of charged particle beam
lithography, there is a strong demand for improvement of the throughput (the number of wafers processed per unit time). To

achieve higher throughput in charged particle beam lithography, higher directivity and accuracy of a beam spot are required. In
response to this demand, the use of an electron beam having a wider angle of dispersion and an electron beam having a wider
beam diameter have been discussed. In order to achieve higher throughput in charged particle beam lithography, the direct
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